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Scanpath reinstatement supports scene recognition

Scanpath reinstatement is content invariant
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• Temporal context may support scene recognition by guiding the gaze along 
encoded scanpaths
• Scanpath reinstatement shares many features with episodic recall, suggesting a 
common neural and cognitive basis
• Tracking eye movements allows us to observe contiguity e�ects at rapid 
timescales during ecologically valid, exploratory behaviors

Cognitive models of episodic memory posit that reinstatement of 
temporal context organizes our memories in time1-2.  However, it is 
unclear if these models can explain ecological memory behaviors, such 
as eye movements made during scene encoding and retrieval. In three 
datasets involving recognition and free viewing of scenes3-5, we tested 
whether sequences of eye movements followed the predictions of 
retrieved-context models of episodic memory.

Free recall

Free viewing of repeated scenes

Scanpath reinstatement exhibits long-term recency

Does retrieved temporal context guide 
eye movements during scene recognition?

Study 1: Bylinskii et al. 20153

Healey et al. 20196

Participants study word lists and try to 
recall all items in any order.

Reinstatement of temporal context causes items 
presented nearby in time to be recalled together.

Encoding Recall Contiguity

Initial Viewing Repeated Viewing

Fixations made during scene 
viewing are serialized.

Contiguity

By examining �xation sequences during repeated viewing, 
we can test for reinstatement of temporal context.

Introduction

Controlling for stimulus-driven viewing e�ects
Initial Viewing Repeated Viewing

Backward Transitions Forward TransitionsRepetitions

Overall conditional viewing probability (CVP) 
curves are computed from �xation sequences 
made during initial and repeated viewing.

Participant 2

Participant 3

Participant N

Initial Viewing Repeated Viewing
Participant 1

Stimulus-driven CVP curves are computed 
from sequences made by other participants, 
controlling for non-memory e�ects.

Study 2: Kaspar and König 20114

Study 3: Kaspar and König 20115

40 participants performed a continuous recognition 
task, with target (repeated) scenes separated by 50 
to 60 lure scenes.

Overall conditional viewing probability (CVP) 
curves reveal a contiguity e�ect with forward 
asymmetry. Repetitions (lag 0) and scanpath 
reinstatement (lag +1) were more frequent 
during successful recognition. 

These e�ects persist after controlling for 
stimulus-driven viewing. Repetitions were more 
likely when viewing a novel location, producing 
a negative memory e�ect.

45 participants performed a free-viewing task, 
with 48 scenes (12 per category) repeated across 
5 blocks, once per block.

35 participants performed a free-viewing task, 
with 30 scenes (10 per category) repeated across 
5 blocks, once per block.

Across both studies, overall CVP curves reveal 
robust contiguity e�ects, with forward asymmetry.

Stimulus-driven CVP curves show category 
di�erences in contiguity and forward 
asymmetry can be explain without memory.
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after accounting for stimulus-driven e�ects, with 
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based on scene content?
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Delay between episodes decreases 
overall scanpath reinstatement. 


